
DAILY EXCURSIONS & MINI  CRUISE

Your wish is  our command

smart luxurY defined bY highlY bespoke services that fullY address Your personalitY



DAILY EXCURSIONS 

           & MINI  CRUISE

we can fashion 

a tailor-made programme 

to suit your tastes

The coast enjoyed by its sparkling waters has a different flavour. The power of the sea with its mighty force that 

envelops everything and bestows a feeling of wellbeing, reaching secluded coves, swimming in crystal-clear depths, 

having a stretch of land all to yourself: these dreams do come true with Capri on Board. In our vast array of services, 

we stand out for our exclusive daily excursions and mini cruises: we will reveal all the secrets of sublime Capri, take 

you on an memorable tour of the Amalfi Coast, explore magic Procida and Ischia or venture out to ethereal Ponza 

and Ventotene.  Here you will find a series of suggested itineraries that best reflect the splendour of Campania and 

its surrounding regions, where the unmistakable Italian savoir-faire comes to the fore in a spellbinding voyage that 

will bring lasting memories. We will suggest the best restaurants where exquisite, typical dishes are served in style, 

and book them for you. As we take pride in meeting all the demands of our clients, we may vary our routes accord-

ing to your choices or interests, making each and every experience a truly special, unique and unforgettable one.  



DAILY EXPERIENCE                

         CAPRI FULL DAY

We CAn fAsHIon 

              A TAIlor-mAde ProgrAmme 

      To suIT your TAsTes

CAPRI

ever since the roman emperor Tiberius brought the international attention to the island of Capri in 27 Ad, the his-

tory of this volcanic, astonishing gem shining amid azure waters has gone from strength to strength. Impossibly 

beautiful, this is where the glitzy atmosphere loved by the jet-set lives in unison with natural wonders, fabulous 

villas are surrounded by lush nature, replete with bougainvillea, agaves, brooms and corals. explore the historic 

part of the island, gaze at modern works of art from the sea, be amazed at famous grottoes, admire a captivating 

lighthouse, dine in an exclusive Beach Club, swim in sapphire waters and savour a glass of wine while looking at 

evocative faraglioni. surely la dolce Vita couldn’t get any better. 

Not to be missed 

 Blue, green, red and White grottoes  The statua dello scugnizzo  Tiberius’ “jump”  The natural Arch  Villa 

malaparte from the sea  The Bay of marina Piccola  Punta Carena lighthouse  The Coral grotto  The faraglioni

CAPRI

GROTTA AZZURRA

dailY experience  - capri 

embark at 10 am - disembarkation at 6 pm

CAPRIANACAPRI

faraglioni

marina piccola

marina grande

grotta bianca 

& grotta rossa

faro di punta carena

grotta aZZurra

grotta 
verde



DAILY EXPERIENCE                

  COSTIERA AMALFITANA

We CAn fAsHIon 

              A TAIlor-mAde ProgrAmme 

      To suIT your TAsTes

COSTIERA AMALFITANA 

enjoy 50 km of fabulous coast aboard one of our luxury yachts for an unforgettable experience, perhaps the best way 

to indulge in this stretch of land, favoured by the gods and loved by the jet-set. leave from Capri and set off on a jour-

ney of discovery that brings out the best surprises along this glitzy corner of southern Italy: explore pretty Nerano, 

marvel at Positano and its pastel-coloured houses nestled on a hill above the sea, be struck by Amalfi and its mighty 

naval past, then head to Li Galli, the inaccessible siranuse Islands that capture with their azure waters, where swim-

ming is a joy. lunch is organised in an exclusive town of your choice and promises to be a triumph of memorable tastes.

Not to be missed 

 Praiano and the emerald grotto  furore gorge  swim off the coast of nerano or li galli  explore the Valle di mulini 

and the Arsenal in Amalfi  Visit striking Amalfi Cathedral  shopping in Positano  Taste the real limoncello  swim 

around the li galli islands

POSITANO

AMALFI

dailY experience  - positano / amalfi / li galli 

embark at 10 am - disembarkation at 6 pm

POSITANO
AMALFI

RAVELLO

NERANO

LI GALLI

SORRENTO

NAPOLI

CAPRI



LI  GALLI

DAILY EXPERIENCE                

   CAPRI &

   COSTIERA AMALFITANA

We CAn fAsHIon 

              A TAIlor-mAde ProgrAmme 

      To suIT your TAsTes

CAPRI

dailY experience  - capri / positano / amalfi / li galli 

embark at 10 am - disembarkation at 6 pm CAPRI -  I  FARAGLIONI

POSITANO
AMALFI

RAVELLO

NERANO

CAPRI

LI GALLI

SORRENTO

NAPOLI

faraglioni

grotta bianca 
& grotta rossa

faro di 
punta 

carena

grotta aZZurra

grotta 
verde

CAPRI & COSTIERA AMALFITANA 

Visiting such a legendary place as Capri, where you can rub shoulders with the glitterati and experience Italy with 

gusto, is sensational, however adding a touch of the Amalfi Coast for your daily cruise is the real icing on the cake. 

setting off from Capri, admire the famous Blue grotto on this legendary island and enjoy its dazzling coast from 

the sea, then head to Nerano for a glorious lunch. discover scenic Positano and admire its amazing position on 

a pyramid above the sea, then head to Amalfi, a former naval power that still stuns with its lavishly decorated 

Byzantine cathedral.  on your way back, Li Galli is a pleasant surprise – aptly named siranuse Islands in view of 

their spellbinding atmosphere, swim amid these three small islands to get a glimpse of the magic. 

Not to be missed 

 Blue grotto and Punta Carena lighthouse, Capri  Praiano and the emerald grotto  furore gorge  Amalfi 

Cathedral  Praiano  swim around the li galli islands  Pick a lemon in Amalfi and taste the real limoncello   

shopping in Positano  Pick a unique artifact from the local artisan boutiques



DAILY EXPERIENCE                

        ISCHIA & PROCIDA

We CAn fAsHIon 

              A TAIlor-mAde ProgrAmme 

      To suIT your TAsTes

ISCHIA

PROCIDA

dailY experience  - ischia / procida 

embark at 10 am - disembarkation at 6 pm

CAPRI

ISCHIA

PROCIDA

sant’angelo

grotta del mago

castello aragonese

isola di vivara

porto

marina

pietra 
della nave

ISCHIA & PROCIDA  

The biggest island in the gulf of naples, Ischia is a treasure trove of surprises and mythical places: legend has it 

that ulysses landed at scheria lido and the Pietra della nave is a testimony to that. set off from Capri aboard one 

of our luxury yachts and explore this fabulous volcanic island, replete with lush gardens, a fort-city on its own 

islet and charming grottoes. savour a delicious meal in a traditional restaurant in quaint Borgo sant’Angelo, then 

head to Procida, the island made famous by elsa morante’s Arturo’s Island, a kaleidoscope of vividly coloured 

houses brimming with life. once a volcanic crater, the islet of Vivara offers unique flora and abundant wildlife, in 

an amazing scenario where you can enjoy the authentic Italian flair. 

Not to be missed 

 Visit the impressive Castello Aragonese  explore exotic la mortella gardens in Ischia  swim by maronti, the 

Pirate’s beach in Ischia  swim by secluded Punta Caruso in Ischia  swim in Chiaiolella in Procida  explore the 

islet of Vivara, a nature reserve  discover Procida and its rainbow-coloured houses

NAPOLI



MINI CRUISE                

         DAY & NIGHT

We CAn fAsHIon 

              A TAIlor-mAde ProgrAmme 

      To suIT your TAsTes

1 DAY / 1  NIGHT

CAPRI

daY & night  - capri 

embark at 10 am - disembarkation by 6 pm on the following day

CAPRIANACAPRI

faraglioni

marina piccola

marina grande

grotta bianca 

& grotta rossa

faro di 
punta carena

grotta aZZurra

grotta 
verde

CAPRI  

sailing aboard a luxury yacht towards magnificent destinations fills with emotions and delight, greatly enhanced when 

you can admire the soft lights of a dreamy sunset while sipping a glass of exquisite wine. Contemplate the evocative 

faraglioni when the crowds have gone and you have the place to yourself, listen to the sweet lull of the water and take in 

the surrounding beauty. our Capri mini cruise reveals the secrets of this emerald splendour, taking you along the natural 

wonders of its splendid grottoes, followed by lunch in an exclusive Beach Club, then admiring the enticing lighthouse. 

discover the villas that made Capri famous, like historic Villa Jovis, seducing Villa lysis, eclectic Villa san michele in Ana-

crapri and iconic Villa malaparte, only visible from the sea. once back at Capri marina, after a memorable sundowner, a 

delicious dinner will be arranged for you at a traditional restaurant in the famous Piazzetta, reached by a private taxi. 

enjoy the night on board our luxury yacht, lulled by the waves rolling in. surely, this is the stuff dreams are made of.    

Not to be missed 

 Blue, green, red and White grottoes  The statua dello scugnizzo  Tiberius’ “jump”  The natural Arch 

 Villa malaparte from the sea  The Bay of marina Piccola  Punta Carena lighthouse  The Coral grotto  The faraglioni 

 Villa san michele  Villa Jovis  Villa lysis



MINI CRUISE

        ACQUAMARINE

3 DAYS /  2 NIGHTS

POSITANO

AMALFI

RAVELLO

NAPOLI

ISCHIA

PROCIDA

NERANO
LI GALLI

SORRENTO

NAPOLI
Marina di Stabia

daY 1  -  embark from 10 am in naples (marina di stabia) or sorrento

               capri - tour of the island - overnight stay at capri marina

daY 2  - nerano / positano / amalfi  

 tour - overnight stay at amalfi marina

daY 3 -  amalfi / li galli / baia di sorrento 

               tour - disembarkation in naples by 6 pm

We CAn fAsHIon 

              A TAIlor-mAde ProgrAmme 

      To suIT your TAsTes

CAPRI

faraglioni

grotta bianca 
& grotta rossa

faro di punta carena

grotta aZZurra

grotta 
verde

DAY 1  CAPRI   

sailing aboard a luxury yacht towards magnificent destinations fills with emotions and delight, greatly enhanced when 

you can admire the soft lights of a dreamy sunset while sipping a glass of delicious wine. Contemplate the evocative 

faraglioni when the crowds have gone and you have the place to yourself, listen to the sweet lull of the water and take 

in the surrounding beauty. our Acquamarine mini cruise reveals the secrets of this emerald splendour, taking you along 

the natural wonders of its splendid grottoes, followed by lunch in an exclusive Beach Club, then admiring the enticing 

lighthouse. discover the villas that made Capri famous, like historic Villa Jovis, seducing Villa lysis, eclectic Villa san 

michele in Anacrapri and iconic Villa malaparte, only visible from the sea. once back at Capri marina, after a memorable 

sundowner, a delicious dinner will be arranged for you at a restaurant in the famous Piazzetta, reached by a private taxi. 

enjoy the night on board our luxury yacht, lulled by the waves rolling in. surely, this is the stuff dreams are made of.      

Not to be missed 

 Blue, green, red and White grottoes  The statua dello scugnizzo  Tiberius’ “jump”  The natural Arch 

 Villa malaparte from the sea  The Bay of marina Piccola  Punta Carena lighthouse  The Coral grotto  The faraglioni 

 Villa san michele  Villa Jovis  Villa lysis



NERANO

SORRENTO

MINI CRUISE

        ACQUAMARINE

3 DAYS /  2 NIGHTS

AMALFI

We CAn fAsHIon 

              A TAIlor-mAde ProgrAmme 

      To suIT your TAsTes

DAY 2  NERANO / POSITANO / AMALFI 

After a night aboard our luxury yacht, let our staff spoil you with a rich breakfast, then head to the exceptional Blue grotto, 

admired the world over. you will be amazed at what power nature reveals. Carry on towards the Costiera Amalfitana, in 

a journey of discovery that brings out the best surprises along this glitzy corner of southern Italy: explore pretty Nerano 

and have lunch in a superb restaurant on a stilt house. It won’t be hard to find a famous person paying a visit to these 

local treasures, probably trying to guess the ingredients of secret, tasty recipes. Carry on towards Positano and its pastel-

coloured houses nestled on a hill above the sea, then be struck by Amalfi and its mighty naval past, along with typical 

local, precious artefacts. overnight is at delightful Amalfi marina, after a sumptuous dinner in a typical restaurant in town, 

with a private transfer directly from your yacht.       

Not to be missed 

 Visit the unforgettable Blue grotto  Praiano and the emerald grotto  furore gorge  swim off the coast of nerano, 

Positano, Amalfi  explore the Valle di mulini and the Arsenal in Amalfi  Visit striking Amalfi Cathedral  funky shopping 

in Positano  Taste the real limoncello

DAY 3  AMALFI / LI GALLI / SORRENTO BAY 

Wake up to the sound of the water lulling your dreams, 

then enjoy a sumptuous breakfast with view of pretty 

Amalfi. Visit the captivating emerald grotto then head 

to Li Galli, the inaccessible siranuse Islands that capture 

with their azure waters, where swimming is a joy. 

enjoy lunch in one of the many restaurants by the sea. 

Continue towards Sorrento or Naples, where you will 

disembark by 6 pm, taking in all the beauty of this fabu-

lous stretch of coast, best admired from the sea. This is a 

journey of the soul that will leave lasting memories. 

       

Not to be missed 

 emerald grotto, Amalfi  swimming in the li galli archi-

pelago  shopping for local artefacts  memorable lunch 

by the sea  Visit sorrento and its rich past



MINI CRUISE

             CORAL

4 DAYS /  3 NIGHTS

CAPRI

daY 1  -  embark from 10 am in naples (marina di stabia) or sorrento

               capri - tour of the island - overnight stay at capri marina

daY 2  - capri & anacapri 

 inner tour of the island - overnight stay at capri marina

daY 3 - nerano / positano / amalfi  

 tour - overnight stay at amalfi marina

daY 4 -  amalfi / li galli / baia di sorrento

               tour - disembarkation in naples by 6 pm

We CAn fAsHIon 

              A TAIlor-mAde ProgrAmme 

      To suIT your TAsTes

POSITANO

AMALFI

RAVELLO

NAPOLI

ISCHIA

PROCIDA

faraglioni

grotta bianca 
& grotta rossa

NERANO
LI GALLI

faro di punta carena

grotta aZZurra

grotta 
verde

SORRENTO

CAPRI
DAY 1  CAPRI   

sailing aboard a luxury yacht towards magnificent destinations fills with emotions and delight, greatly enhanced when 

you can admire the soft lights of a dreamy sunset while sipping a glass of delicious wine. sail from naples or sorrento 

and reach astonishing Capri; contemplate the evocative faraglioni when the crowds have gone and you have the place to 

yourself, listen to the sweet lull of the water and take in the surrounding beauty. 

our Coral minicruise reveals the secrets of this emerald splendour, taking you along the natural wonders of its splendid 

grottoes, followed by lunch in an exclusive Beach Club, then admiring the enticing lighthouse. discover the villas that 

made Capri famous, like historic Villa Jovis, seducing Villa lysis, eclectic Villa san michele in Anacrapri and iconic Villa 

malaparte, only visible from the sea. once back at Capri marina, a delicious dinner will be arranged for you at a restau-

rant in the famous Piazzetta, reached by a private taxi. enjoy the night on board our yacht, lulled by the waves rolling in. 

surely, this is the stuff dreams are made of.        

Not to be missed 

 Blue, green, red and White grottoes  The statua dello scugnizzo  Tiberius’ “jump”  The natural Arch 

 Villa malaparte from the sea  The Bay of marina Piccola  Punta Carena lighthouse  The Coral grotto  The faraglioni 

 Villa san michele  Villa Jovis  Villa lysis

NAPOLI
Marina di Stabia



AMALFI

MINI CRUISE

             CORAL

4 DAYS /  3 NIGHTS

We CAn fAsHIon 

              A TAIlor-mAde ProgrAmme 

      To suIT your TAsTes

ANACAPRI -  VILLA SAN MICHELE

POSITANO

DAY 2  CAPRI & ANACAPRI 

What secrets will this sparkling island have in store for 

you? discover them after a sumptuous breakfast on 

board. A private taxi will take you to Anacapri, the histor-

ic part of Capri, then take a chairlift to the top of monte 

solaro. enjoy a fabulous lunch in a traditional restaurant, 

then stroll along famous alleyways and explore enticing 

artisan boutiques before a glitzy aperitif. fall asleep in 

splendid Capri marina, wishing upon a star. 

       

Not to be missed 

 World-famous Blue grotto  Villa san michele 

 The view from monte solaro  Phoenician steps  

shopping around the Piazzetta  Via Krupp from the sea 

 Pizzolungo path

DAY 4  AMALFI / LI GALLI / SORRENTO BAY 

Wake up to the sound of the water lulling your dreams, 

then enjoy a sumptuous breakfast with view of pretty 

Amalfi. Visit the captivating emerald grotto, then head 

to Li Galli, the inaccessible siranuse Islands that capture 

with their azure waters, where swimming is a joy. 

enjoy lunch in one of the many restaurants by the sea. 

Continue towards Sorrento or Naples, where you will 

disembark by 6 pm, taking in all the beauty of this fabu-

lous stretch of coast, best admired from the sea. This is a 

journey of the soul that will leave lasting memories. 

       

Not to be missed 

 emerald grotto, Amalfi  swimming in the li galli archi-

pelago  shopping for local artefacts  memorable lunch 

by the sea  Visit sorrento and its rich past

DAY 3  NERANO / POSITANO / AMALFI 

After a night aboard our luxury yacht, let our staff spoil 

you with a rich breakfast, then head to the Blue grotto, a 

real natural wonder. Continue towards amazing Nerano 

and have lunch in a stunning restaurant on a stilt house. 

nestled above the sea, Positano and its pastel-coloured 

houses are delightful, Amalfi and its mighty naval past 

simply unforgettable. overnight is at delightful Amalfi 

marina, after a sumptuous dinner in a typical restaurant, 

with a private transfer directly from your yacht.       

Not to be missed 

 Praiano and the emerald grotto  furore gorge 

 explore the Valle di mulini and the Arsenal in Amalfi  

Visit striking Amalfi Cathedral  funky shopping in 

Positano  Taste the real limoncello



MINI CRUISE

         EMERALD

5 DAYS /  4 NIGHTS

We can fashion 

              a tailor-made programme 

      to suit your tastes
ISCHIA

DAY 1  ISCHIA 

embark from naples or sorrento and set sail for a jour-

ney of a lifetime. explore Ischia, the largest island in the 

bay of naples, a treasure trove of surprises and mythical 

places: legend has it that ulysses landed at scheria lido 

and the pietra della nave is a testimony to that. savour a 

delicious meal in a traditional restaurant in quaint Borgo 

sant’angelo and explore this fabulous volcanic island, re-

plete with lush gardens, a fort-city on its own islet and 

charming grottoes. a private taxi will take you to a fabu-

lous restaurant for a magic dinner, before returning to our 

luxury yacht for a marvellous night at ischia marina. 

       

Not to be missed 

 grotta del mago  castello aragonese  pietra della nave 

 scheria lido  enjoy its thermal waters  monte epomeo 

for divine vistas  swim in ischia’s emerald waters

POSITANO AMALFI

RAVELLO

CAPRI

FARAGLIONI

GROTTA BIANCA 
& GROTTA ROSSA

NERANO

LI GALLI

FARO DI PUNTA CARENA

GROTTA AZZURRA

SANT’ANGELO

LA PIETRA DELLA NAVE

CASTELLO ARAGONESE

GROTTA DEL MAGO

GROTTA VERDE

SORRENTO

ISCHIA

PROCIDA

NAPOLI

VENTOTENE

PONZA

DAy 1  -  embark from 10 am in NAPLES (Marina di Stabia) or SORRENTO

               ISCHIA - tour - overnight stay at Ischia Marina

DAy 2  - PONZA - tour - overnight stay at Ponza Marina

DAy 3 -  VENTOTENE - tour - overnight stay at Ventotene Marina

DAy 4  - CAPRI - tour - overnight stay at Capri Marina

DAy 5 -  NERANO / POSITANO / AMALFI   

               tour - disembarkation in NAPLES by 6 pm

NAPOLI
Marina di Stabia



VENTOTENE

VENTOTENE

PONZA

MINI CRUISE

         EMERALD

5 DAYS /  4 NIGHTS

We CAn fAsHIon 

              A TAIlor-mAde ProgrAmme 

      To suIT your TAsTes

DAY 3  VENTOTENE 

An evocative name for a small island where the real taste 

of the sea is still tangible. The island of the wind, Ven-

totene captures for its unique atmosphere: explore a na-

ture reserve and marine protected area where the water 

is bluer than blue and relax gently knocks on the door. 

swim in a secluded cove, then enjoy lunch in an excellent 

restaurant. reach the roman Port and the centre of town 

via the rampa marina, an interesting series of steps tak-

ing you to the beating heart of the island. enjoy dinner 

and then retreat to your luxury yacht for a gorgeous night.  

       

Not to be missed 

 Cala nave Beach  Arco Point 

 museum of bird migration

DAY 2  PONZA   

Venture further afield towards superb Ponza, where white cliffs and azure waters will stun you. After a delicious 

breakfast, set sail towards the biggest of the Pontine Islands, a real mediterranean paradise that combines natural 

wonders with a taste for authentic Italian delicacies. many of the fabulous coves can only be reached by boat, so 

make the most of this exceptional journey aboard our luxury yacht. Visit Ponza Town and admire its bright houses, 

then savour an exquisite lunch with local specialities. stroll aimlessly in search of an enticing, original boutique or just 

relax on the water, perhaps snorkelling in search of multi-coloured fish. At Happy hour, raise your glasses to another 

exciting day of discovery in a unique island and then a private transfer will take you to your arranged dinner in an 

exclusive, traditional restaurant. sleep in a bed fit for a king aboard our luxury yacht at Ponza marina, wishing the 

day would never end.        

Not to be missed 

 grotte di Pilato  Chiaia di luna, santa maria and Zannone beach  enjoy swimming at the Piscine naturali, la forna

 Capo Bianco point  guardia lighthouse  ulysses grotto  fortino Bay  lucia rosa faraglioni  swim around le 

formiche, by Ponza  explore Palmarola



FARO DI PUNTA CARENACAPRI

MINI CRUISE

         EMERALD

5 DAYS /  4 NIGHTS

We CAn fAsHIon 

              A TAIlor-mAde ProgrAmme 

      To suIT your TAsTes
AMALFI

DAY 5  NERANO / POSITANO / AMALFI 

enjoy a superlative breakfast, then head to the striking 

Costiera Amalfitana: explore pretty Nerano and have 

lunch in a stunning restaurant on a stilt house. 

nestled above the sea, Positano and its pastel-coloured 

houses are delightful, Amalfi and its mighty naval past 

simply unforgettable. on your way back to sorrento or 

naples, a stop at li galli will reveal the beauty of the 

splendid siranuse Islands. disembarkation by 6 pm.       

Not to be missed 

 Visit the unforgettable Blue grotto  Praiano and the 

emerald grotto  furore gorge  explore the Valle di 

mulini and the Arsenal in Amalfi  Visit striking Amalfi 

Cathedral  funky shopping in Positano  Taste the 

real limoncello

DAY 4  CAPRI   

A place of legend, home to the mythical sirens, Capri is impossibly beautiful. replete with testimonies of its famous 

guests, the island is dotted with flamboyant villas and lush gardens. Adored by celebrities, intellectuals and the elite, 

a visit to Capri stays with you forever. search for remnants of its ancient roman glory and head to fabulous Villa Jovis 

– once home to emperor Tiberius– glitzy memories of the dandy who owned Villa lysis, or explore a superb garden 

and admire dramatic views from Villa san michele in Anacapri, at the opposite end of the island: whichever you ex-

plore, the sheer beauty of this island will capture you. for moments of peace and tranquillity, head to monte solaro or 

the sentiero dei fortini, admire Via Krupp, a marvel of aesthetics, plunging down to the sea, while the world-famous 

natural wonder of the Blue grotto is a triumph of azure colours in a superb game of light that defies reality.  enjoy a 

sundowner contemplating the famous faraglioni and then dine in style in a traditional restaurant, reached by private 

transfer. overnight is at marvellous Capri marina. 

      

Not to be missed 

 Blue, green, red and White grottoes  The statua dello scugnizzo  Tiberius’ “jump”  The natural Arch  Villa 

malaparte from the sea  The Bay of marina Piccola  Punta Carena lighthouse  The Coral grotto  The faraglioni  

Villa san michele  Villa Jovis  Villa lysis



OUR SERVICES

we can fashion 

a tailor-made programme 

to suit your tastes

DAILY EXCURSIONS

included

  welcome on board

  dry snacks, soft drinks, fresh fruit

  beach towels

  courtesy set

  snorkeling gear

  crew (captain + skipper)

  fuel (based on the scheduled itinerary 

 at a speed of 20 knots)

  option of visiting attractions during the tour

  morning and docking fees

  full insurance

  4gb of wifi data @4g internet connection

not included

  tickets to visit attractions

  lunch at local Beach Clubs or restaurants

  fuel due to extra miles or speed 

 in case of changes of itineraries

info

  embark at 10 am - disembark at 6 pm. 

 embark from sorrento or Capri seaport. 

 With an extra cost we can set sail from any harbour 

 or port along the Amalfi Coast, or from private hotel 

 and villa jetties (weather permitting)

  max of 12 people for excursion

MINI CRUISE

included

  welcome on board

  dry snacks, soft drinks, fresh fruit

  continental breakfast

  beach towels

  courtesy set

  snorkeling gear

  crew (captain + skipper)

  fuel (based on the scheduled itinerary 

 at a speed of 20 knots)

  option of visiting attractions during the tour

  morning and docking fees

  full insurance

  4gb of wifi data @4g internet connection

not included

  tickets to visit attractions

  lunch and dinner at local Beach Clubs 

 or restaurants

  fuel due to extra miles or speed 

 in case of changes of itineraries

info

  embark from 10 am - disembark within 6 pm.  

 embark from naples, sorrento or Capri seaport. 

 With an extra cost we can set sail from any 

 harbour or port along the Amalfi Coast, or from 

 private hotel and villa jetties (weather permitting).

 Positano does not have seaport. overnight 

 accommodation is possible in the bay of Positano 

 at anchor (weather permitting). The landing and 

 boarding will be carried out by tender.

  number of people depends on boat size and 

 number of cabins. from 1 to 11 people.

 



C a p r i  L i f e St y L e S r L

M a i n O f f i C e     v ia cristoforo colombo, 73    80073 capri  (na) )     italY

O p e r at i O n O f f i C e & V i p LO u n g e     marina di  stabia    v ia alcide de gasperi ,  313    80053 castellammare di  stabia (na)    italY

office +39 081 0093129    mobile +39 328 9423700    fax +39 081 0097993    info@caprionboard.com

www.caprionboard.com 
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